In compute-intensive multimedia applications, the computer not only manipulates media, but also digests it and performs independent actions based on media content. We present a design approach that applies the programming techniques of visualization systems to the development of compute-intensive multimedia applications. We describe an implementation based on this approach, and report performance measurements that demonstrate it is practical. We conclude with a description of some applications that have been implemented and a discussion of the implications for the design and engineering of operating systems.
Introduction
The term multimedia generally refers to the capture, storage, retrieval, and presentation of audio and video data using computers. Today's multimedia applications include online encyclopedias and video-conferencing systems. In these applications, the computer acts as a mediator between the application author and user, in the case of the online encyclopedia, or between two users in the case of the video-conferencing application.
In contrast, compute-intensive multimedia applications, perform analysis on their audio and video data input, and take actions based upon the analysis. For example, a program that watches television news shows and maintains an online database of stories organized by subject is a compute-intensive multimedia application. The program must analyze the content of its input to sort it into stories; the computer is an active participant in the processing of audio and video data. These second-generation applications require more support for extensible media processing than is provided by traditional multimedia toolkits.
The VuSystem is a programming environment that facilitates the development of compute-intensive multimedia applications that combine intelligent media processing with traditional capture and display. Some applications process live video for more responsive humancomputer interaction. Others digest television broadcasts in support of content-based retrieval. The media, including audio and full-motion video, are made fully accessible to the application programmer.
In this paper, we present an approach to the design of compute-intensive multimedia systems and describe the VuSystem, an implementation based on this approach. We report on the performance of the overall system and discuss its implications for OS designers. We conclude with descriptions of some VuSystem applications and extensions.
Approach
One school of thought would claim that a xed quality of service should be associated with each of the applications, and that quality should be maintained at all times. Our approach is to embrace a more dynamic model that supports graceful degradation. We believe that the users should be allowed to \load up" systems with as many media applications and windows as they desire, just as they do with conventional applications. As the system becomes over-loaded it is up to the user to designate which applications should be favored. This approach has several advantages:
Applications can support a range of qualities. Users can dynamically adjust the mix and quality of applications. Applications can dynamically adjust their demand for resources.
As the user migrates to a more powerful platform, their work habits and applications smoothly adapt to take advantage of the increased capacity. We have found that this approach works surprisingly well using a conventional operating system, i.e., one without the real-time features described in 7] . The VuSystem runs on a wide variety of workstations, including Sun SPARCstations, Digital DECstations and Alpha workstations, and Silicon Graphics workstations. It is also being ported to Linux. Its performance varies from workstation to workstation, simply doing the best it can on each platform.
An important VuSystem insight is that the accuracy with which the media must be captured and rendered need not exceed the limits of human perceptions, which are both coarse and xed. For practical purposes, multimedia applications have a xed and limited requirement for temporal granularity | they only need to run in perceptual time, as opposed to real time. For example, the fusion frequency of the human visual system is below 100Hz. At present processor speeds, this amounts to a few million instructions per sample. Accordingly, perceptual time activities are in the same class as coarse grained OS functions, such as process switching. Since processor evolution is likely to outpace that of humans for some time to come, the relative granularity of media, such as audio and video, will continue to grow.
Rather than force the programmer to live within the constraints of a real-time environment, we advocate the extension of virtual time kernels and programming environments in support of perceptual time constraints. It is worth noting that these constraints need only be satis ed at the edges of the system, where the media samples are captured and rendered. Many system components can continue to operate in a more relaxed virtual time regime so long as their combined latency does not become excessive and the data can be bu ered and re-timed at the edges between timing regimes.
For the most part we have found that the present OS system call interface satis es the needs of multimedia applications. Some researchers 12, 17] have advocated the use of real-time schedulers to enhance multimedia performance. Others have suggested the extension of the OS interface to allow multimedia applications to specify quality of service requirements 13, 21] . While these mechanisms might improve the performance of our system and may prove useful in environments where graceful degradation is not acceptable, we have not found them to be essential to satisfying the expectations of workstation users.
Architecture
To cater for compute-intensive multimedia applications, we adopted a media-ow architecture ( Figure 1 ). First we split the application code into in-band and out-ofband partitions so that we could optimize the architecture for each partition separately. Then we structured the out-of-band code to handle user interfaces and other higher-order program functions, and structured the in- band partition to be e cient, modular, and extensible. Out-of-band processing is the processing that performs event handling and other higher-order functions of a program. It is the familiar event driven code typical of all interactive applications. This code awaits user input and other events and performs actions based on these events. Much of the out-of-band code rarely runs in a given session, because it is built to handle many possible contingencies.
In-band processing is the processing performed on every video frame and audio fragment. It is any processing performed continuously on a running audio or video sequence. This code is characterized by repeated actions that occur many times a second. The in-band code usually is a small part of the overall application code, but consumes most of the time of an application run.
Our architecture is similar to that of visualization systems 25, 26] , but with a twist: all data is manipulated in dynamically-typed time-stamped payloads, and programs can be recon gured while they run, based on their input. Timestamps allow for media synchronization, and dynamic typing and recon guration allows programs to change their behavior based on the data being fed into them.
The out-of-band partition is programmed in the Tool Command Language, or Tcl 23] , an interpreted scripting language. Application code written in Tcl is responsible for creating and controlling the network of in-band media-processing modules, and controlling the graphical user-interface of the application. In-band modules are manipulated with object commands, and in-band events are handled with asynchronous callbacks.
The VuSystem is implemented on Unix workstations as an extended Tcl interpreter. In-band modules are implemented as C++ classes and are linked into the interpreter. Simple applications that use the default set of in-band modules are written as Tcl scripts. More complicated applications add additional in-band modules to 4 In-Band Architecture
Since the in-band processing partition consumes more system resources and has tighter timing constraints, we took great care with its design. We used a highly structured architecture that emphasized e ciency, modularity, and extensibility. We structured the in-band partition of the VuSystem as a recon gurable directed graph of modules. The vertices of the graph are the associations of input and output ports on the modules. Through these ports pass the payloads that hold media data. A run-time system provides support to the modules for memory management, communication, and dispatching.
Modules
VuSystem modules are best categorized by how many input and output ports they have. A module is either a source, a sink, a lter, or some other module.
Modules with no input ports and one output port are called Sources because they appear to the VuSystem to source data. Sources typically interface to media capture devices or media storage systems. Audio Table 2 .
Modules with one input port and one output port are called lters because they are typically used to perform signal processing operations on the data owing through them. Compression lters compress or de-compress video frames. Pixel format conversion lters convert the format video frames. Descriptor lters perform operations on the descriptors of payloads. Visual processing lters perform various functions on video data. Some lters provided with the VuSystem are listed in Table 3 . Modules with more than one input or output port provide mechanisms for splitting and merging payload sequences. Some modules with one input port and many output ports split a single time-stamped sequence of payloads into multiple sequences. Some modules with many input ports and one output port merge multiple sequences into a single sequence. Others combine payload sequences from two input ports to one output payload sequence, operating on the contents of the data. Table 4 lists some VuSystem modules with more than one input and output port.
Payloads
VuSystem payloads are self-identifying, dynamicallytyped objects that are logically passed between modules via ports. Examples of payloads include VideoFrame payloads, which contain a single frame of video data, and AudioFragment payloads, which contain a sequence of audio samples. Table 5 shows the de ned payload types. All payloads provide methods to encode themselves into a reliable byte stream, and to decode themselves from a byte stream. With these methods, any sequence of payloads can be saved into a le or transmitted over a network.
Each payload has two components: a descriptor and data. The descriptor component holds information about the entire payload, while the data component holds type-dependent media data. The descriptor component is implemented as a set of C++ class member functions. The data component is implemented as an opaque segment of shared memory, whose precise representation is speci ed by the descriptor component.
Descriptor payload components hold general information for every payload as well as type-speci c parameters. Common members include the Channel, StartingTime, and Duration attributes. 
The Module Data Protocol
The module data protocol is the mechanism used to transfer payload ownership between an upstream module and a downstream module within the single address space of an application. Its principal features are:
It does not require bu ering between modules, which translates to reduced latency. It implements a ready/not-ready protocol that propagates timing constraints through backpressure.
It provides a cheap non-blocking scheduling mechanism that does not require multi-threading. Table 6 : Payload descriptor components.
Payload-Driven Media Synchronization
In the VuSystem, only modules that interact with media capture and display devices are concerned with synchronization. To provide for the synchronous capture and display of multimedia data, we use a system of payload timestamps and synchronized clocks 10, 22]:
Media capture modules record the time of day at which media samples are captured in the timestamp of the payloads they create. File storage and retrieval modules preserve payload descriptors as well as data, so that timestamps are always available, even from stored payloads. Media display pipelines include a special ReTime lter that adds a constant value to each payload timestamp. The constant corresponds to the time di erence between the start of capture and the start of display. It is computed by the ReTime lter from the timestamp of the rst payload it receives and from the time-of-day clock. Media display modules use each payload timestamp as the time of day for display of each payload.
Consider a sequence of media payloads, perhaps a sequence of video frames interleaved with corresponding audio fragments. When each video frame and audio fragment is captured by the VuSystem, the exact time of day of capture is recorded by the capturing source module in the timestamp for the payload. When the sequence is played back, the respective playback sink module presents the video frame or audio fragment at the time indicated by the timestamp. Modules within the in-band partition can perform mappings between the capture and playback timing domains.
When a sequence of payload timestamps is mapped, the following invariant is maintained: T N;P layback ? T 0;P layback = T N;Capture ? T 0;Capture (1) For example, the ReTime module is a generic lter that changes the timestamps of incoming payloads from the capture domain to the playback domain. It assigns the current time, plus a small o set to allow for some bu ering before playback, to the timestamp for the rst payload of the sequence:
For the rest of the payloads, ReTime uses the time assigned to the rst payload in the sequence and Equation 1:
T N;P layback = T N;Capture ? T 0;Capture + T 0;P layback (3) A lter can also scale the timestamps of media data. Example Figure 3 depicts an example module network that synchronously captures audio and video data, and stores the data in a disk le. A network that retrieves the data from the le, updates it with a re-timing lter, and synchronously displays it, is also shown. During capture, the AudioSource and VideoSource modules record times of capture of media data in the payload descriptors they generate. The OrderedMux module merges the payload sequences into a single multiplexed sequence with ordered timestamps. Finally, the FileSink module saves payload descriptors and data to a disk le.
During retrieval, the FileSource module retrieves payload descriptors and data from a disk le. A ReTime module updates the timestamps stored in the payload descriptors, and a DeMux module restores the two sequences from the single multiplexed sequence. Finally, an AudioSink and VideoSink module display the media data at the times indicated by the updated timestamps in the payload descriptors. The ReTime lter module modi es the timestamp of payloads, adding a xed o set, enabling display at a time later than it was captured. The o set corresponds to the time di erence between the time of day of the start of display of a sequence, and the time of day of the start of capture of the sequence.
The Retime lter also enables the display of stored media data at a rate di erent than the rate it was captured. To do this, the lter subtracts the timestamp of the rst payload of the sequence, scales the result, and then adds the time of day of the start of display of the sequence.
Module-Level Dispatching
The VuSystem run-time library provides services to inband processing modules and the out-of-band script interpreter. It uses the standard Unix API and does not require non-portable real-time extensions. All VuSystem code runs within one single-threaded Unix process without preemption: module operations are run to completion before they return control. This simpli es the implementation of modules, since no locking or critical sections are required. No VuSystem code need be reentrant, so a variety of image processing and compression libraries can be incorporated into the VuSystem without quali cation.
Module dispatching is largely supported through the user-mode application dispatcher provided by Xt. It includes all the algorithms, data structures, and interfaces for scheduling input, output, timeout, and work procedures. The VuSystem dispatcher gains leverage by being based on the Xt application dispatcher: much code is shared, and VuSystem applications run with e cient combined dispatching of in-band media processing and out-of-band graphical user interface event handling.
Modules arrange to have their procedures called at appropriate times. If a module needs to run a long computation, it provides a Work procedure that is occasionally called by the dispatcher. This is shown for a lter module in Figure 4 . If a module does input or output on a Unix le descriptor, it provides an Input or Output method which the system calls whenever the le descriptor is ready. For example, in Figure 5 , a source module provides an Input procedure that uses the read system call. If a module performs actions at precise times, it provides a Timeout member function that is called by the dispatcher after a point in time speci ed by the module has passed. For example, in Figure 6 a sink module provides a Timeout method that uses XPutImage to display a video frame on the screen.
The Role of Payloads
In the VuSystem, the allocation of computational resources to in-band processing modules is directly re- lated to the ow of payloads. Modules that process input payloads only schedule themselves when they receive input payloads. Starving a downstream module of payloads will reduce the amount of computational resources it will use. Similarly, modules that generate output payloads only schedule themselves after their payloads have been accepted by a downstream module. Applying back-pressure to an upstream module will reduce the amount of computational resources it will use.
Because of the connection of payloads and scheduling in the VuSystem, media payloads e ectively act as scheduling tokens, automatically distributing computational resources to modules that need them. Through this interaction of scheduling and payload ow, some VuSystem applications can automatically adapt to changing availability of computational resources. For example, a live video-processing application can dynamically decrease the frame rate at which it is processing, when the load on the system increases (and it receives a smaller fraction of the CPU time).
6 Out-of-Band Architecture We implemented our system as a shell-like program that interprets an extended version of the Tool Command Language (Tcl) 23]. All out-of-band code, including all user-interface code, is written as Tcl scripts. Inband modules are implemented as C++ classes and are linked into the shell. Simple applications that use the default set of in-band modules are written as Tcl scripts. More complicated applications link additional in-band modules into the default set.
We targeted our prototype system for generalpurpose Unix workstations running the X Window System, with no special real-time facilities. We built the system using the facilities provided by the X Window System Toolkit (Xt) 5]. We implemented a Tcl interface to Xt and the Athena widget set for the graphical user-interface code. We chose Xt and the Athena widget over Tk because at the time they were more robust and complete, and they also had built-in features for scheduling within large applications. Through the dispatching interface provided by the Xt intrinsics, we provided dispatching to the in-band modules.
Manipulating Modules
We use a dynamic object-oriented extension to Tcl to support manipulation of in-band processing modules. Modules are created with class commands and manipulated with object commands. Class and object commands are C++ extensions that are linked into the Tcl shell. A class command is de ned for each class of inband module. When an in-band module is instantiated, an object command that represents it is dynamically added to the shell. This object command is used to control the newly created module.
For example, the WindowSink Tcl class command invokes a C++ constructor that creates a WindowSink in-band module. The class command then installs a new object command in the Tcl interpreter. The WindowSink Tcl command takes as its rst argument the name given to the new object command. The rest of the arguments to the class command are parameters for the new in-band module.
Out-of-band Tcl scripts and in-band C++ modules communicate through object commands and callbacks:
Out-of-band code is able to create and destroy inband modules, query the state of in-band modules, and give commands to in-band modules, all through special Tcl object subcommands de ned for each in-band module and port. In-band media-processing code can signal out-ofband Tcl code whenever a signi cant in-band event occurs. The in-band code accomplishes this by invoking Tcl callbacks that are installed using an object subcommand. Object commands are always completed in the in-band partition synchronously with the out-of-band requester: object commands execute immediately and completely when called from out-of-band scripts. In contrast, because of the time-critical nature of in-band code, it is unacceptable for in-band code to wait for a response from out-of-band code. Tcl callbacks are executed in the out-of-band partition asynchronously with the inband partition: callbacks are only queued for execution when invoked from in-band code. Later, the VuSystem dispatcher actually executes the callbacks. Since out-ofband callbacks do not execute immediately when they have been signalled by in-band code, they are only used to signal events to the out-of-band code, and cannot return values to their in-band signallers. Any in-band changes made by an out-of-band callback are performed through object commands. 
Object Commands
Each module object command has a set of subcommands that vary according to the type of the module. The internal state of the module can be queried and changed with some of these subcommands. For example, the VidboardSource module has a port subcommand that is used to control from which input port it captures video. Table 7 shows a list of typical module object subcommands.
Subcommands are implemented as normal Tcl command procedures, whose client data argument by default is a pointer to the associated module. Subcommands are declared C++ friend procedures to the module class, so that they may manipulate private members of a module.
Callbacks
In-band modules process continuous sequences of media data, while out-of-band Tcl control processing deals with events. Sometimes, out-of-band Tcl code in an application should be executed when an in-band event occurs. In this case, an in-band module calls a Tcl callback. The VuSystem provides a facility for each module to have a callback, which can be called whenever a speci c event occurs during in-band processing. For example, the FileSource module calls its callback when it reaches end-of-le. Callbacks are de ned in Tcl. Typically the script writer uses a name of a Tcl procedure as the callback command. The procedure looks at its arguments to determine what event has occurred. Tcl callback commands are installed with the callback subcommand. Each module can have only one callback installed at a time. If a module can signal more than one type of event, it supplies keyword arguments to the callback command, so the command can determine which event occurred. Table 8 shows a list of typical module callbacks. Figure 7 shows how a Tcl application programmer might make use of a simple le source callback that indicates end-of-le. This example code provides the automatic switching of the le source from the le rst.uv to the le second.uv when end-of-le is encountered on the rst le.
The sourceCallback procedure takes a keyword arproc sourceCallback {args} { set sourceEnd keyarg -sourceEnd $args 0] if $sourceEnd { vs.source pathname "second.uv" vs.source callback "" } } SimpleFileSource vs.source \ -pathname "first.uv" \ -callback "sourceCallback" Figure 7 : How a simple le source callback might be used.
gument list in its args parameter. It extracts anysourceEnd keyword parameter with the keyarg command, defaulting to 0. If sourceEnd is nonzero, sourceCallback changes the le for the source module using the pathname subcommand for the module. This will cause the source module to start on the le second.uv. The sourceCallback procedure also clears the callback for the source module using the callback subcommand for the module so that when the end of second.uv is signalled, it does not run again.
After de ning the sourceCallback procedure, a SimpleFileSource named vs.source is created, with its input le set to rst.uv and its callback set to sourceCallback. When started, vs.source will read from rst.uv and evaluate the Tcl command string \sourceCallback -sourceEnd 1" when it encounters end-of-le.
The VuSystem Application Shell
The VuSystem is implemented as a Unix program that interprets an extended version of Tcl. Linked into the program are all standard in-band modules, implemented as C++ classes. Tcl scripts implement simple applications that use the default set of in-band modules. By linking additional in-band modules into the application shell, more complicated applications can be constructed.
The application shell de nes the interface between the primitive module and command developer and the application script developer. At the primitive level, the module developer creates new primitive VuSystem modules and primitive Tcl commands and links them into the VuSystem application shell. At the application level, the developer writes Tcl code that runs in the application shell.
Sample Application Figure 8 shows the user interface of a simple application built out of a video source module, a video sink module, and a lter module. It implements a video version of a 16-square puzzle. It takes input from a camera or other video source, scrambles it, and then presents the output on a window. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the in-band modules employed in this application. In the following paragraphs we describe the out-of-band partition of this application at a level of detail that may be of interest to readers familiar with Tcl and/or Xt. Figure 10 shows the Tcl code for the main procedure of the program. When it is called, the command line arguments to the application script lie in the global variable argv. The rst thing this procedure does is to call the xt appInitialize command to initialize the graphical user interface libraries. It then extracts its name and command arguments from the argv global variable and tells the top-level shell widget that it can be resized. Next, the run-time components of the VuSystem are initialized with a call to vs appInitialize. A call to the Puzzle procedure creates the graphical user interface components and the modules for the application. The user interface components are instantiated with the realize Widget subcommand, and the inband VuSystem modules are started with the vs start command. Finally, the main procedure runs the event loop of the application with app context mainLoop. If the event loop ends with an error, the error is caught, a VsErrorShell is created with the error message, and the event loop is restarted. Figure 11 shows the code for the Puzzle procedure. The rst parameter, w is the Tcl command name to use for the top component of the graphical user interface structural hierarchy. The second parameter, m is the Tcl command name to use for the top component of the in-band media processing module structural hierarchy. The rest of the parameters are accepted in keywordvalue pairs.
The Puzzle procedure rst extracts the dimension parameter from the keyword argument list, using the keyarg command. This parameter is used to establish the number of rows and columns in the video puzzle. If no -dimension keyword was supplied, a default value of 4 is substituted.
The Puzzle procedure next extracts the scale parameter from the keyword argument list. This parameter is used to establish the size of the video window in the video puzzle. A scale of 1 means full size, 2 means half size, and so on. If no -scale keyword was supplied, a default value of 2 is substituted. Any other keyword parameters left in the args list are passed on to the top component of the graphical user interface hierarchy. The keyargs command is used to remove the -dimension and -scale keyword arguments from args.
After parameter processing, the Puzzle procedure creates a graphical user interface structural hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy a Form composite widget is created. All unrecognized parameters passed to the procedure are assumed to be widget subresource speci cations, and so are passed to the Form widget cre- ation command. Inside the Form widget, the procedure creates a VsScreen widget. The size of the widget is determined by the -scale parameter, but it can also be resized by also passing true as a -resizable parameter. Underneath the VsScreen widget, the procedure creates a button labeled Scramble. When pressed, this button will cause the scramble subcommand on the puzzle module to be called. Underneath the Scramble button, the procedure creates a Dismiss button. When pressed, this button will destroy all the in-band media-processing modules and exit from the application. Beside the Dismiss button, the procedure creates a Control Panel button. When pressed, this button will create a new top-level window which will contain control panels for the media-processing modules.
The Puzzle procedure then adds a translation to the VsScreen widget. A translation is a mechanism supported by the X Window System Toolkit that maps a user-interface event to an application operation. This translation maps button presses, made in the window corresponding to the VsScreen widget, to a Tcl command \$m position", which causes the position subcommand to be invoked for the top component of the media processing structural hierarchy.
After creating the graphical user interface components, the Puzzle procedure creates an in-band media processing module structural hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy a VsEntity module is created. This module does no media processing on its own, but exists as a common structural parent to the module network and holds common variables and methods. On this VsEntity module, the Puzzle procedure creates an instance variable w which is the command name for the Form widget created earlier.
The Puzzle procedure also de nes a position method, which gets called whenever a mouse button is pressed inside the VsScreen widget. The position method is de ned to turn each mouse click in a window into a command to the VsPuzzle in-band mediaprocessing module in order to change the position of the \hole" in the puzzle. It gets the x and y coordinates from the mouse click, gures out in which square in the puzzle the click occured by comparing the position with the width and height of the VsScreen widget, and then calls the position method on the VsPuzzle module to move the hole to the square that was clicked. Now the VsPuzzle procedure creates the inband media-processing modules. It invokes the VsVidboardSource class command to create an inband module that captures video from a network-based device 1]. The scale parameter, previously used to establish the size of the display window, is also passed to the VsVidboardSource command to establish the size of the video frames to capture.
Next, the procedure creates a VsPuzzle module. The dimension parameter is passed to the VsPuzzle command to establish the number of rows and columns in the puzzle. The procedure also binds the input port of the module to the output port of the VsVidboardSource module.
Finally, the VsPuzzle procedure creates a VsWindowSink module, which displays video frames on the computer screen. The name of the widget in which the frames should be displayed is supplied, so the module knows in which window on the screen the video frames should go. The procedure also binds the input port of the sink to the output port of the VsPuzzle module. 
Applications
Our experience with the VuSystem has revealed it to be a good platform for the investigation of concrete ways that computers may become more responsive to their human users. VuSystem programmers have developed applications that assist users by performing various tasks that require the analysis of live video 19] .
The Room Monitor processes video data from a stationary camera in a room. It processes the live video to determine if the room is occupied or empty, and records video frames only when activity is detected above some threshold. It produces a le containing a series of video clips that summarize the activity in the room. A video browser is used to view the segments.
The Whiteboard Recorder keeps a history of changes to an o ce whiteboard. It works by taking video from a stationary camera aimed at the whiteboard and ltering it. By following a simple set of rules, the ltering distills the video into a minimum set of images. A browser can be used to view the saved images.
The News Browser provides interactive access to television news articles. CNN Headline News is automatically partitioned into segments and saved on disk at regular intervals. The stories are viewed with a video browser program (Figure 12 ). News stories that are closed-captioned can be retrieved based on their content.
The VuSystem has also been used to explore the potential of media processing applications to support content-based retrieval of pre-recorded television broadcasts. VuSystem-based media browsers use textual annotations that represent recognizable events in the video stream. These annotations are analyzed and processed to create higher level representations that may be meaningful to a human user.
The Joke Browser records late-night talk show monologues, and segments them into jokes by processing the closed-captioned text. It extracts information from a recorded monologue through the analysis of closedcaptions 6]. A joke parsing module groups captions into jokes.
The Sports Highlight Browser records and segments a nightly sporting news telecast into a set of video clips. Each clip represents highlights of a particular sporting event. This application generates its annotations through the template matching of scoreboard graphics.
Status
There are eight developers using the environment, four graduate students and four undergraduates. They have collectively implemented many applications for the compute-intensive multimedia environment and are extending the system's scope.
Over 50 modules have been written, including lters that perform image processing and machine vision functions as well as JPEG compression and decompression. A Tcl library for user-interface programming with over 50 script les has also been developed by the users. We have found it easy to reuse these modules and Tcl scripts in new applications.
Interactive Programming with PAVES Wetherall 27] has developed an interactive and graphical environment for controlling VuSystem applications. Users interact with PAVES (for Programming Active Video with an Embedded System) through a ow graph representation of the running program. A \ ow graph" perspective emphasizes the computation that occurs, rather than a \hypermedia" perspective, which may view the media in terms of a database to be navigated. Flow graph, or data ow, representations have been used with success in prior visual languages 26].
The visual environment is suited to tasks such as customization, rapid prototyping and experimentation, as well as more general program development. It provides a programming ability (rather than a limited set of con guration options) to users, allowing them to reprogram previously developed applications. By embedding it in a toolkit, consistent user programming facilities are available in all derived applications.
From the user's point of view, the visual environment consists of a number of display windows ( Figure 13 ). One window shows the media ow graph representation, the primary means of user programming. Another Figure 13 : The visual programming interface to the VuSystem, manipulating some vision service modules. The program running is a smart blue-screen application, which separates the active foreground from the stationary backgound in a video sequence. The diagram is of the VuSystem modules that comprise the program.
is a customization panel, detailing the individual options that may be selected for each module of the program's computation. Further objects allow interactions with the textual programming methods of the VuSystem. Description panels show the code fragment associated with a module, and an Interpreter window evaluates commands on demand.
The visual environment demonstrates the modularity, exibility, and extensibility of Tcl and the VuSystem. Its implementation required only a few additions to the VuSystem core; it works from within the VuSystem; and it is mostly written in Tcl. The visual environment also demonstrates the introspective capabilities of Tcl and of the VuSystem. The environment shows that VuSystem applications can examine and modify themselves while they run.
Distributed Programming with VuDP
The VuSystem Distributed Programming (VuDP) extension simpli es the construction of VuSystem applications whose processing is distributed across the network 24]. VuDP provides transparent access to shared resources, the ability to divide applications across hosts, and the enabling of collaborative applications.
VuDP supports distributed programming through three mechanisms: a remote evaluation capability, an extensible set of exportable services, and a network based model for intra-application communication. The remote evaluation capability provides a general means of creating remote modules in a suitable execution environment. The exportable services work in an RPC-like manner to support common tasks. Finally, VuDP supports both in-band communication for media ow and out-of-band communication for control between modules at di erent sites.
Some novel aspects of VuDP include its support for distributed media-based applications, the blending of a simple module distribution abstraction and a remote evaluation mechanism, and VuDP's integration with the VuSystem's run-time programming environment and dynamic programming capabilities.
Performance
We performed a series of experiments that demonstrate the system can manipulate digital video with low overhead and high throughput.
On the Digital DEC 3000/800 we performed video capture using the VuNet 16], a prototype desk area net-work and the Vidboard 1], our VuNet-based video capture appliance. The Digital X server was used for video display. Digital's audio hardware and AudioFile 18] audio software were used for audio input and output.
On the Sun SPARCstation 10/512, we used the Sun VideoPix for video capture, and the Sun X server for video output. Sun's audio hardware and software were used for audio input and output.
Throughput
To verify that the overhead of the module data protocol is low, we measured the amount of time a simple transparent lter took to process a payload. It was approximately 12 microseconds on the Sun SparcStation 10/512 and approximately 3 microseconds on the Digital DEC 3000/800.
Similarly, to verify that the run-time library has low overhead, we measured the amount of time a mimimum lter with a Work method takes to process a payload. It was approximately 150 microseconds on the Sun SparcStation 10/512 and approximately 115 microseconds on the Digital DEC 3000/800. DEC DEC Sparc frame 3000/800 3000/400 10/512 size frames/s frames/s frames/ s  Puzzle  640x480  310  139  111  320x240  860  592  365  160x120  1790  1370  855  Edge  640x480  20  13  12  320x240  79  53  48  160x120  300  207  185   Table 9 : Filter Processing Times.
To demonstrate that media processing modules in the VuSystem are able to perform their functions with perceptual-time granularity, we measured the frame rate achieved by two representative lter modules processing video frames of 8-bit pixels (Table 9 ). These numbers demonstrate that there is su cient processor and memory bandwith to support our \video to the application" approach. In particular, the edge lter measurement shows that compute-intensive lters can approach fullmotion video rates on existing platforms.
The results in table 9 indicate the performance of lter modules and the VuSystem, exclusive of capture and display overhead. We also measured the total system throughput from a Vidboard, across the VuNet, into the DEC 3000/800 and its OSF operating system, through the VuSystem, and out onto an X-Windows display. Table 10 illustrates the result for two programs in   puzzle  edge  frame size frames/sec frames/sec  640x480  15  13  320x240  30  30  160x120  30  30   Table 10 : Rates of VuSystem Applications.
which the video frames are processed by the puzzle and edge lters, respectively. At the lower resolutions, the frame rate is limited to 30 fps by the NTSC standard. At full resolution the puzzle application is limited by the Vidboard and its protocol. The di erent frame rates between it and the edge highlighting application re ect the di erence in the processing performed. For the edge application, CPU and I/O loads are in balance with the computation causing a slight decrease in frame rates.
Jitter
VuSystem module-level dispatching is not preemptive, and depends on the Unix process scheduler for dispatching operations. We measured the exact time that Timeout methods run. We instrumented the system to compare the actual time at which a Timeout is called to the time for which it was scheduled. If the VuSystem performs well, the di erence between the actual time and the scheduled time will be slight. We recorded this Timeout precision for runs of a simple audio/video viewer fed by a Vidboard. Four runs were taken, each indicating Timeout precision under system loads, created by concurrently running multiple viewers fed by di erent Vidboards. Table 11 : Timeout Precision.
To illustrate the tail of the jitter distribution, table 11 shows the cumulative percentage of Timeout calls made within 1, 5, 10, and 15 milliseconds of target, as a function of the number of multimedia processes running on the Digital DEC 3000/800. The chart shows that the precision of timeout calls degrades sightly with increased system load. However, we note that for a single viewer all of the calls were made within the accepted 15 millisecond of jitter introduced by the \3-2 pulldown" process used to convert from motion pictures to NTSC video. Even with four viewers, jitter events in excess of 15 milliseconds are extremely rare.
Summary
Our experiments indicate that the throughput of the VuSystem is acceptable for many multimedia applications, and is in fact I/O limited. With current workstation technology there is su cient processing capacity to perform media computation as well as capture and display.
10 Implications for Network Tra c In 19] we discuss the network implications of computeintensive multimedia applications. We believe that the network tra c generated by second-generation multimedia applications will be dominated by its available bit rate (ABR) components. For every bit transferred over the network for capture and display, there is a multiplier e ect | many more bits will be transferred in support of media-intensive processing. This tra c is totally decoupled from the real world, since media processing programs can operate on stored data, without any capture or display. Exponential growth in processor and network capacity will yield increasingly intelligent applications that have larger multiplier e ects. Although some constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) components may remain to support capture and display, they will be become less and less signi cant.
Implications for Operating System
Design and Engineering
In this section we identify a number of areas in which OS kernels can be tuned to improve multimedia performance, and also identify some areas where enhanced OS interfaces would be welcome. Although these suggestions are speci c to Unix, they can be generalized to other programming environments that support a graphical user interface and network services. As computeintensive multimedia applications become more common they will become more visible to the OS engineering community. An important question for the OS community is whether these applications require radically new APIs, or whether they require better engineered support and modest extensions to existing APIs. We believe that the latter is true, i.e. requirements of most perceptual-time applications are within the grasp of well-engineered kernels.
The implications of multimedia applications on operating system design center around the management of resources. Either an operating system supporting multimedia applications has enough resources to perform its tasks or it does not. 1 The discussion to follow is divided into two parts. The rst deals with jitter reduction, the primary issue when a system has enough resources. The second deals with what do when a system does not have enough resources.
Jitter Reduction
For multimedia applications, it is important that media capture and display operations are performed at the right times. Jitter is a measure of the precision at which temporally-sensitive operations are performed. An important issue in the design of OS support for multimedia applications is the reduction of jitter to below the threshold of human perception. Although the jitter reported above meets this test it is interesting to consider the sources of jitter and how it might be further reduced.
For VuSystem applications, jitter can be introduced from four possible sources: poor VuSystem module dispatching, competition with other user processes, sluggish operating system servers, and the kernel itself. Jitter from poor VuSystem module dispatching can be easily reduced by keeping the granularity of module operations small. Jitter from competition with other user processes can be reduced through normal process prioritization mechanisms, as the mean task switch overhead on the DEC 3000/800 running OSF/1 is roughly 20 usec 9]. Jitter introduced by sluggish operating system servers and by the kernel itself present the biggest problems.
We believe that the most leverage in reducing jitter can be found not in the design of new APIs for multimedia applications, but instead in improvements to implementations of APIs. Kernel and server modules should be engineered to operate at perceptual time (or ner) granularities. Although the number of instructions that can be executed per perceptual time unit continues to grow, so does the number of instructions atomically executed by many kernel and server modules. For example, the following should be decomposed:
OS internals, especially device drivers, should be tuned to avoid kernel induced jitter from longrunning interrupt service routines or long-held locks. In Unix, I/O on unready disk les can block for potentially long times. There is no way to perform I/O on disk les in a non-blocking mode. Application programmers can use threads to work around this, but non-blocking I/O should be available on all les, not just device-special les. Graphical user-interface servers and libraries should be written with low temporal granularity in mind. Currently, one cannot use Xlib, the standard X interface library, in a non-blocking mode. The use of threads, the workaround useful for blocking le I/O, is complicated by Xlib implementations that are not reentrant.
In addition, some operating system parameters should automatically scale with the processor technology. For example, the duration of scheduler timeslices should decrease as the technology improves, permitting ner grained task switching. Of course a metric such as the memory copy rate or the kernel task switching overhead might be a more appropriate scaling criteria than the raw instruction rate 4].
Load Shedding
The instantaneous demand of the applications may be greater than the available resources. Load shedding and admission control are two approaches to dealing with this problem. The former responds to resource shortages while the latter attempts to anticipate and preclude them.
E ective admission control presumes some xed model of the resource requirements of an application. However, the application programmer is not an oracle. Our applications have dynamically varying requirements that are dependent on run-time parameterization and data. Furthermore, over the multi-year lifetime of a program overall system performance will improve by at least an order of magnitude, so we try to design programs that scale their resource consumption to match availability. We are reluctant to adopt paradigms in which xed qualties of service and resource requirements are speci ed by the programmer. We prefer an approach where, as resources become scarcer, applications reduce their demands on the system. Load shedding is the process of adjusting demand to match available resources in an optimal way. This problem is fundamentally di erent from scheduling where the problem is to nd the optimal ordering of processes that present a demand that is equal or less than the available resources. We consider the \optimal way" to be the way that most closely matches the use of the resources to the interests of the user. Rather than shedding load uniformly, we would like the applications to take the user's priorities into account.
Load shedding can be achieved by reducing the number of competing applications and/or reducing the resource requirements of individual applications while they are executing. In our present environment users do the former when they get fed up and the system does the latter by reducing the resources that are allocated to processes on a more or less round robin basis. Application programs are designed to gracefully degrade, e.g., reduce their frame rate as they are given less processor time or network bandwidth. They could be designed to degrade in other ways, e.g., by reducing their spatial resolution. In previous work 8] we have suggested collaborative load shedding, an approach in which applications participate in the load shedding process.
Perspective
The following sub-sections describe previous work in this area. Many of the e orts address the problems of computer-mediated multimedia applications rather than the problems of compute-intensive multimedia applications.
Commercial Multimedia Systems
Commercial multimedia systems, including Apple Computer's Quicktime and Microsoft's Video For Windows, exist primarily to support the timely storage, retrieval, and presentation, of pre-recorded video clips. These systems are optimized for the e cient display of prerecorded video sequences. They do not adequately support the direct processing of live video.
Quicktime deals with the scheduling and resource allocation issues of audio and video delivery within the constraints of the Macintosh environment. Its component architecture provides the extensibility necessary for direct media processing programs, but it is poorly documented and only works within the Macintosh environment.
Video For Windows is designed for the e cient capture, edit and playback of audio and video data within the Windows environment on personal computers. It is not designed as an architecture for the direct processing of live media. It is somewhat extensible, in that video capture drivers and codecs can be added, but it does not e ectively support applications that perform extensive processing on their media input, nor does it modify an application's behavior based on its input.
Research Multimedia Systems
Research multimedia systems explore issues of synchronization and the timely manipulation of continuous media, but are still optimized for the e cient display of live or pre-recorded video sequences. These systems do not focus on the computational processing of live video. In general, these provide mechanisms for multimedia data to bypass the application at one or more levels: network, system bus, or device-driver/protocol-stack.
In Pandora 15] , special purpose hardware is controlled by applications running on a workstation. Pandora's box performs video and audio capture as well as mixing in dedicated hardware attached to the workstation and under workstation control. The output of the box goes directly to the workstation display.
Medusa 28] improves on Pandora in the areas of portability, security, programmability, and the support of multiple streams. It connects the network to the workstation, allows video to pass all the way to applications, and it provides for the development of software agents to assist in collaboration. It is built upon simple, lightweight connections, so that it is easy to build large, understandable groups of modules.
ACME 2] provides shared network-transparent access to real-time audio and video hardware. The system provides mechanisms for resource management and scheduling for audio and video applications. In the ACME system, each workstation runs an ACME server, in which all the processing of real-time data is performed. In ACME since media data never leaves the server, there is no possibility of applications being able to directly process media data. Any new in-band functionality can only be introduced through modi cation of an ACME server.
Comet 3] provides a high-level distributed application programming interface to ACME. In Comet, applications exist as processing nodes interconnected by data streams. Comet maps the abstract description of a processing network into a network with physical components. The processing components are implemented by ACME servers, and data communication is performed by TCP streams. Comet provides a distributed processing capability that ACME alone cannot provide, but it still su ers from the lack of in-band extensiblity. All the in-band functionality of Comet is provided by ACME servers. New applications can provide new out-of-band functionality, but no new in-band functionality. New inband functionality can only be introduced through an ACME server.
Herrtwich 14] describes a device-driver/networkprotocol level bypass mechanism using stream handlers, which source, sink, and lter multimedia data. The device-level stream handlers are con gured and controlled by multimedia applications in a manner similar to that of the out-of-band VuSystem component. The system includes a "grab" function that provides limited and infrequent application access to snapshots of the data.
Fall 11] describes a splice mechanism that also provides device-driver/network-protocol level application bypass. In the system, applications can connect source and sink devices with optimized in-kernel data paths. Applications can extend the functionality of the system with loadable kernel modules.
Visualization Systems
Visualization systems, including KHOROS 25] and AVS 26] , allow a wide variety of operations on sequences of images. They provide a library of image processing modules that can be hooked together to transform a sequence of source images stored in individual les into a sequence of result images. But since these systems were not designed for live video sequences, they lack a notion of timing on their data, and have no support for synchronization.
The VuSystem
We believe existing traditional systems are inadequate for compute-intensive multimedia applications. The television news database application, for example, cannot work with a system that only allows data to be manipulated in a small set of pre-de ned ways, away from the application (i.e. in an operating system kernel or server process); nor can the application work on a system that supports no temporal data operations. VuSystem in-band modules residing within the application address space have access to all of the media data. This is important in the many cases when the application needs to touch the data.
Conclusion
The VuSystem, our programming system for computeintensive multimedia, runs on standard unmodi ed Unix workstations and requires no special APIs for multimedia. We have found that the present OS system call interface satis es the needs of our multimedia applications.
The VuSystem approach is unique in that it combines the computational exibility of visualization systems with the temporal sensitivity of multimedia systems. It is data-directed, handling dynamically-typed and self-identifying payloads. The VuSystem uses payloads as scheduling tokens that automatically balance computational resources between modules through starvation and back-pressure.
Payloads also allow for dynamic recon gurability of in-band processing networks. Through their descriptors, payloads themselves hold all the information about their data, whereas the connections between modules hold no descriptive information. Connections between processing modules can easily be broken and modules can be created and destroyed, all while the system is running, without losing any data or timing information. This would be much more di cult if data were passed between modules with a much simpler mechanism.
Application developers have found it easy to build VuSystem applications that leverage existing modules and to extend the system through the creation of new modules. Over 50 modules have been written to date. An on-line demonstration of VuSystem applications is available through the World Wide Web at http://www.tns.lcs.mit.edu /vs/demos.html. Sources to the VuSystem are also available at ftp://ftp.tns.lcs.mit .edu/pub/vs/vs-src.tar.Z.
